
Fire Watch Patrol Services; Your Life on The Line 

You own a new business; your clients and staff depend on you to keep them safe, not to mention 

all your expensive merchandise. You’ve hired staff to do all the required tasks around your 

property; cleaning, maintaining, fixing, etc., so you’re all set, right? On most days, this may be 

the case, however what about those days when your fire alarm isn’t working? The power might 

have gone out, or the system may just simply be malfunctioning. This is when having a fire 

watch patrol service in place becomes necessary.  

What is A Fire Watch Patrol Service? 

Imagine trained professionals who will continuously patrol your business property to make sure 

there are no signs of fire in the area. They are part of a security company, and this is their full-

time job, meaning they are experts at it. With these heroes guarding your “baby” in those times 

of need, there will be absolutely no need for you or your coworkers to worry about possible fire 

hazards.  

How Will They Save You Money? What Will You Avoid?  

The first and foremost advantage of implementing a fire patrol service is, as mentioned above, 

the sense of safety it will bring you. The truth is, that is only one of the advantages that you will 

notice, the others being finance-related.  

Liability Concerns 

One of the biggest advantages of hiring a security team to do this task is in terms of liability 

issues. For example, if your business suffers from a fire, you are liable. All costs? All damages? 

That’s all on you, in this case. However, with these professionals by your side, that risk is greatly 

diminished. Fire watch professionals come with a wonderful insurance policy, which equals no 

liability placed on the property owners. 

Another Perk 

When you hire security professionals, your business is getting more than the fire patrol service, 

because they are also useful when it comes to burglar alarm failures. When these systems 

malfunction, the absence of a fire watch patrol service can be seen as a reason for a lawsuit if an 

incident occurs. In other words, your business’ alarm failure can not be held accountable if 

security experts were present. More specifically, these extensive lawsuit fees can be avoided.  

More Legal Concerns 

Another very important factor to consider is that in areas such as Washington DC, the businesses 

which do not make use of security services are actually breaking the law. In these cases, you and 

your business can acquire major fines.  

Time Advantages 



When a fire of any size starts to burn, firefighters need to be called. With fire watch 

professionals already on site, this entire process will take much less time. What does this mean 

for your business? Less damages equals less repairs and less financial burden.  

The Moral of this Story? 

The cost of damages from any size of fire largely outweighs the  hourly wage of a fire watch 

patrol service, both financially and otherwise.  


